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Abstract -The paper develops computer aided
procedures for the analysis and design or input
filters or PWM DC-DC converters operating in
voltage or current mode. The proposed methodology
is based on the Switched Inductor Model (SIM)
which is an equivalent circuit approach for
modelling and simulation of switch mode systems.
The method is compatible with all versions of
SPICE derived electronic circuit simulators.
Following a brier discussion on the modelling
aspect, the paper examines the question or
instabIlity due to the input fllters. It is shown that
this issue can be easIly studied by examining the
small signal loop-gain function. Furthermore, the
small signal analysis which includes the effect or
the fIlter, can then be used to optimize the feedback
network to meet desired closed loop dynamic
responses. Namely, to obtain a wide closed-loop
bandwidth, to minimize the audiosusceptibIlity and
to reduce the output impedance of the fllter-
equipped converter in closed ioop.

this modelling method are discussed in this paper. The main
emphasis is put here on the application of this technique to
the problem of input filters.

I. THE SIM EQUIV ALENT CIRCUIT

I. IN1RODUCTION

Don= 0.35

Fs= 25KHz

Fig. 1. Current programmed Buck converter after [2].

In many practical applications, DC-DC converters must be
equipped with input filters to reduce the input ripple current
and to protect the converter from line disturbances. Although
procedures for input filters design have been proposed in the
past [I, 2], little attention has been paid hitherto to the
overall effect of the input filter on the dynamic response of
the converter in closed loop. One possible reason to the lack
of published results on this subject is the difficulty of
modelling a converter with an input filter. This is especially
true for current mode converters which include two feedback
loops. Indeed, a recent paper on this subject [2] presents
complex and difficult to handle block diagrams and
mathematical expressions.

The objectives of this investigation were two fold: To
develop practical computer aided procedures for the analysis
and design of converters with input filters, and to apply these
procedures to the examination of some critical design issues.
These include the problem of instability and filter design
criteria for minimizing its ill effects on the closed loop
dynamics. The proposed procedure are based on the Switched
Inductor Model (SIM) which is an equivalent circuit approach
that emulates the average behavior of switch mode systems
[1-5, 8]. For the sake of brevity, only the basic aspects of

To simulate this circuit by the SIM approach one has to
convert the circuit into an equivalent circuit (Fig. 2) that
emulates its behavior and to prepare a HSPICE (or other
circuit simulator) compatible netlist.
In the average model of Fig. 2, the duty cycle is calculated
from the basic relationship [4]:

Vc- ILKs1)-- = 11\-Ull K T \"1
Vs + ~ (Vg -Vout)

where: Ks is the current loop gain (N.Rs ), Vs is the slope

compensation ramp amplitude, V c is the output of the error

amplifier, IL is the inductor (Le> current, Ts is the switching

*To whom con-espondence should be addressed.
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Fig. 2. SIM presentation of the Current programmed Buck converter.

The corresponding HSPICE compatible netlist of this
equivalent circuit, which include the definitions of the
dependent sources, is given in the Appendix. HSPICE is a
commercial electronic circuit simulators which could be run
on workstations and mainframe computers. An important
feature of this electronic circuit simulation package is
parameters passing. This feature enables one to prepare his
netlist symbolically and then pass the numerical value for a
given run by the .P ARAM statement. See Appendix.

III. mE PROBLEM OF INST ABll..ITY

The instability of DC-DC converters equipped with an
input filter is normally explained in terms of the negative
resistance seen at the input of these converters under closed
loop conditions (Rin) :

period, V g is the input voltage and Vout is the

outputvoltage (see Fig. 1).
The duty cycle is coded into a continuous voltage signal by

the dependent source E(Don):

{ KsTs JE(Don)=V(Don I+Vs+~(Vg-Vout) +(ILKs-Vc) (2)

where V(Don) is the node voltage across EDON.

This expression is solved by substituting the left hand terms
by the following dependent sources:

Emff= Al + A2 (V g -Vout) (3)

HIL = ILKs (4)

Ecomp = HIL -V c (5)

where
Al = V s + 1

KsTs

A2=~ e

(7)Pin = V inIin= Constant

v~
10Pin= --= -(8)

if Pin
10

It has been pointed out [I] that the requirement for ensuring
stability can be translated to the approximate criterion:

IZsi < IRinl (9)
Where Rin is the low frequency (negative) input resistance
of the converter and Zs is the output impedance of the filter
as seen from the converter .

Fulfillment or violation of this criterion can be easily
checked by running a SIM small signal analysis of the
converter under study and comparing the input impedance of
the converter to the output impedanceof the filter. This is

From which:

ED =V(D )Ediff+Ecom p (6)

on on

The solution of (6) produces a voltage signal which
emulates the duty cycle at any given time.

The HSPICE netlist will include:
I. A universal subcircuit that emulates the average behavior

of the switched inductor [3, 8].
2. A universal suOCircuit that generates the voltage coded duty

cycle signal [4, 8].
3. A specific netlist that describe the input filter network.
4. A specific netlist that describe the topology of the power

stage.
5. A list of desired analyses to be performed by the simulator.

-Don)
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illustrated in Fig. 3 which shows the frequen" y ~pendence 01
the input impedance of the converter IZinl 3ild the output

impedance of an LC filter IZsi.
The fact that the input impedance of the cor:\'erter behaves

as a negative resistance can be judged from the fact that the
phase of the input impedance is (-180~. Simple observation
verifies the compliance of this system with the approxirn(1l(,
stability criterion (9).

Another approach to the problem of instability is to tteat
the filter-converter assembly as a feedback system and to
examine the required conditions that will insure stability.
This point of view hinges on the fact that the filter equipped
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converter is stable in the open loop configuration and
becomes unstable only alter the loop is closed. This implies
that the the loop g~in of the filter equipped converter must
reveal the instability of this feedback system.

To test the above premise concerning the validity of
(.onventional feedback theory in treating the problem under
consideration, we examined the loop gain of the filter-
converter system for stable and unstable cases. The two cases
depicted in Fig. 4 are for a voltage mode converter and input
filter assemblies (system parameters follow the values cited
in [I]).

One of the cases clearly represent a stable situation (Fig.
4(a» according to the approximate stability criterion of (9),
whereas the second one (Fig. 4(b» does not. The simulated
loop gain of the stable case (Fig. 5), supports the assumption
that the system will be stable in the closed loop
configuration. The phase margin is found to be (550) which
implies that the closed loop response will be highly damped.
On the other hand, the loop gain of the apparently unstable
case suggests instability (Fig. 6). Since the phase shift of
this loop gain is rather large, it is more convenient to
examine the Nyquist plot rather than the Bode plot
presentation. Indeed, the Nyquist plot of the unstable case
(Fig. 7), clearly points out to the the fact that the stability
criteria is violated here. It would be expected therefore that the
system will be unstable under closed loop conditions. The
large phase shift of the unstable loop gain is a result of a
dynamic interaction between the filter and the converter.
Clearly, if the phase compensation of the loop is designed

lOOK under the assumption that the converter is connected directly
to the power source (with no filter), the closed loop response
with the filter might be considerably different than expected.

In particular, the dynamic behavior might be highly under
damped and even unstable -as in the case shown here. This
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Fig. 3. Comparison of the input impedance (~n) of a voltage

mode converter to the output impedance (Zs) of an LC
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Fig. 4. Input impedance of a voltage mode converter (Zin)
compared to the output impedance of an LC filter. (a)
stable case. (b) unstable case.

Fig. 5. Loop gain of a stable voltage mode converter
without an input filter (a) and with an input filter (b).
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question will be discussed in the next section after wl'.
consider the case of current mode converte~.

A major difference between voltage mode and current mode
converters is the fact that the latter includes two feedback
loops as compared to the single loop of th(', voltage mode
configuration. Since no simple theory is available for treating
multiple feedback loops simultaneously. it is convenient to
reduce the system to a single loop configuration. This was
done in the past by first closing the current loop and then
treating the 'outer' loop as a single loop system. Inherent to

this approach is thc assumption that the 'inner' current 1000p
does not affect the dyn~mics of the complete system. That is,
that the phase margin of the outer loop is a reliable measure
of the closed loop dynamics. The validity of this assumption,
in connection with the input filter problem, was examined in
this study by simulation.

The simulation results given in Fig. 8 represent the 'outer'
loop gain transfer function of a current mode converter, which
is unstable due to poor compatibility of the input filter .

This transfer function does not reveal the fact that the
system is unstable and it seems to suggest that overall
stability and good dynamic response could be assured by
proper phase compensation of the outer loop. However, the
current loop gain (Figs. 9,10) simulated with an open outer
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Fig. 6. Loop gain of voltage mode converter which is unstable
with an input filter. (a) Loop gain without the input
filter. (b) Loop gain with the input filter.

Fig. 8. 'Outer' loop gain of a current mode converter which is
unstable due to poor input rtlter compatibility .
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Fig. 9. Inner loop gain (with open outer loop) of an current mode
converter equipped with an input filter that causes closed

loop instability.

Fig. 7. Nyquist plot of the loop gain of a voltage mode converter
which is unstable with an input filter (case (b) in Figs. 4,
6).
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loop, clearly points out to the fact that the system is on the
verge on instability and that a slight phase shift provided by
the outer loop will render it unstable when both the inner and
outer loops are closed. This was examined by running a
simulation of the Total Loop Gain (TLG) which is defmed as
the complete small signal loop gain: from the duty cycle
signal (DON, in Figs. 1,2) through the power stage and back
through the two loops in parallel. The TLG of the unstable
case reveals (Fig. 11) that the Nyquist stability criteria is
indeed violated in this case.

Considering the fact that there is an interaction between the
inner and outer loops and that the phase margin of the outer
loop (with the inner loop closed) is not exclusively

jo>

60

40

responsible fOl the. closed loop response, it is mandatory to
test the final design for possible instability. Experience has
shown that the small signal transfer functions of the closed
loop configuration are not a reliable measure of instability.
This is apparently due to the fact that sustained oscillations
will take place only if the exact phase and amplitude
constraints are met. That is, an electronic circuit simulator
will reveal peaking in the transfer function only if, by
chance, the numerical analysis is carried out at the exact
frequency of self oscillation. Since the odds for this
coincidence are small, simulated transfer function of unstable
systems rarely show any unusual behavior. An alternative and
in fact much better way, is to expose the system to a
disturbance and to examine the resulting transient. A
convenient way to do this by simulation is either to make a
step change in the load resistor or expose the input or output
to a step voltage or current. When subjected to such a
disturbance, the transient will converge in the stable case
(Fig. 12) and diverge in the unstable case (Fig. 13).

The proposed method of loop analysis can be used not only
to examine the question of instability, but also to optimize
the phase compensation network. For this, one should fIrst
examine the effect of the filter on the loop-gain transfer
function of the system and apply it as a basis for the design
of the feedback network.
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IV. THE DYNAMIC RESPONSE WITH INPUT FILTER-20
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Aside from the issue of basic instability, which is a
precondition for proper operation, one has to address himself
to the effect of the input filter on the dynamic response of the
converter. Of prime imponance are the questions of the
bandwidth that could be obtained and the effect of the filter on

Fig. 10. Nyquist plot of the case given in Fig. 9.
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Fig.ll. Nyquist plot of the Total Loop Gain (from DON back to
DON through the current and voltage feedback loops)
for the unstable current mode converter.

Fig. 12. Transient recovery of a stable current mode converter
following a load change. Vout: output voltage. V g:
input voltage of the converter (output of the fIlter).
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Fig. 14. Input impedance (Zin) of a current mode converter

compared to the output impedance of an input filter

(Zs).

audiosusceptibility. output impedance and overshoot These
issues can be conveniently examined by the simulation
approach proposed here which frees the designer of the need to
carry out mathematical derivations and/or computations for
each case examined. It is thus becomes practical to apply it
for simulating the performance of the filter-converter
assembly under various operational conditions such as input
voltage. load resistance and parasitic resistances.

Assuming that the system is stable. the dynamic response
in the closed loop configuration of a voltage mode (single
loop) converter will be a function of the loop gain. the phase
margin and the location of the cross over frequency. As an
example we consider the current mode converter.
Notwithstanding the fact that analytical examination of this
two loop system is complex [2] and perhaps impractical in
the engineering environment. application of the proposed
modelling and simulation approach to this case is rather
straightforward. As an example we consider the current mode
converter of Figs. 1.2 and an input filter with the following
parameters: Ls = 1.59mH. Cs = 15.91JlF. RSL = 2.3.0.,

RSC=O.12.0., Ro= -.J~ =10.0. and the filter cutoff

frequency is fc=IKHz. .

The input impedance relationship is as shown in Fig. 14.
Examination of the outer loop gain with a closed inner loop
(Fig. 15) reveals a gain drop at around the filter cutoff
frequency (IKHz). A similar behavior. although to a lesser
extend. is observed in the current loop gain, with an open
outer loop (Fig. 16). This implies that the output impedance
and audiosusceptibility will show a peak around this
frequency range. This behavior is clearly seen in the
simulation results of Fig. 17 .
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Fig. 15. Outer loop gain (with closed inner loop)of a filter
equipped current mode converter.

v. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

The proposed method was verified by comparing the
'simulation results to published experimental and analytical
data [1, 7]. The two sets of results were found to be
practically identical. An example of this good agreement is
given in Fig. 18. It should be noted that the discrepancy
between the measured and simulated results is similar to the
difference found in between the measured and analytical
results. It would appear that this discrepancy reflect a slight
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Fig. 13. Transient recovery of an unstable current mode converter
following a load change. Vout: output voltage. V g: input
voltage of the converter (output of the filter).
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error in the components' values used in Ihe analytical
derivation and our simulation.

The primary advantage of the modelling and simulation
approach presented here is the ease by which the filter-
converter system can be analyzed. This permits the
development of new design practices that were impractical
hitherto due to the large computation burden. In particular,
simulation can be carried out interactively during each design
step to immediately check the consequence of a design
decision. For example, in the case of filter design, the
following procedure could be applied to optimize the over all
design:
I. Design the fIlter to comply with the required attenuation.

200

100~
~

c:
-
, ,

~

"

Fig. 18. Simulated output impedance of voltage mode
converter. compared to experimental results reported
in [I] for cases (a) and (b).0
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2. Design the feedback loop of the converter to meet the
static and dynamic requirements.

3. Check the compatibility of the chosen filter to the
converter by an impedance plot similar to Fig. 3.

4. If closed loop instability is expected, damp the filter or
redesign it to meet the basic stability criteria.

5. Check whether output impedance, audiosusceptibility and
b"ansient recovery, meet specifications.

6. If the filter-converter does not meet specification repeat
step (4) or trim the loop gain to improve performance.

The option suggested in step (6) above was not explored
till now due to the heavy computations that it would have
involved. Since the simulation approach presented here makes
the analysis trivial, this and other design option can now be
investigated and applied in practical designs.

Fig. 16. Converter current loop gain (inner loop).
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HSPICE Meta-Software, Inc., Campbell, CA, USA
listing file:
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Fig. 17.

CURRENT Iwith-filter
* PARAMETER DEFINITION.

.PARAM YG=14.33 DS=0.420 LE=2.5M RE=2.3
+ CE=82.5U ROUT=10 RDIYl=39.1K RDIY2=1
+ RCOM=270K CCOM=90E-9 YR=5
+ LSl=3.978E-3 CSl=6.36E-6 RSl=2.3 RCSl=O.24
+ KS=3.3 YS=0.81 TS=40U FS=25K
.DATA CASEl LSl CSl RSl
+ 3.978E-3 6.36E-6 2.3
+ 1.59E-3 15.91E-6 2.3
+ lE-12 lE12 lE-5
.ENDDATA
* STEP CHANGE IN THE LOAD RESISTENCE.

YST YST 0 PULSE(IE5 20 IMS 2US 2US 20US 10MS)
Output im~dance of current mode converter.
(a) without input filter. (b) with input filter.
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* V(OON) GE1'.~RATOR.

EOON DON O POL Y(3) DON 0 100 0 300 0
$+ MIN=O MAX=l 000 101
+ 000101
VOON ONl 0 DC 0
ROON OON ONl 1
* FOR DEMI SIMULATION = OON CONST .

$VOON OON 0 DC DS
$ROONOON 0 1
.NODESET V(OUT)=5.0011 V(ERR)=2.1155
.OPTION POST DCON=2 ABSV AR=O.01 V DV=l000
.AC DEC 1010 100K $SWEEP DATA=CASEl
.OP
$.TRAN lUS 10MS
.END
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$GLOAD OUT 0 VST 0 LEVEL=I I
* INPUT FILTER PARAMETERS.

VIN INI 0 DC VG $AC I
RSI INIIIO RSI
LSIIIO IN2 LSI
RCSI IN2 120 RCSI
CSI 1200 CSI
$ITEST IN2 0 DC 0 AC I
* A VERAGE MODEL.

FB-DON P -B 0 POL Y(2) VIL VDON 0000 I
FC-DOFF P -C 0 POL Y(2) VIL VDON 0 I 00-1
EB-DON M2 MI POL Y(2) P -B 0 DON 0 000 0 I
EC-DOFF MI 0 POLY(2) P-C 0 DON 00100 -1
RDIODE P -C 0 0.01
* BUCK CONVERTER ELEMENTS.

$VIG IN 0 DC VG AC I
RX IN2 IN 0.01
VTEST IN P -BX DC 0
RT P -BX P -B 0.075
LLE P -AI P -A LE
RRE P -A OUT RE
CCE 10 0 CE
RC OUT 10 0.00012
RLOADOUTOROUT
VIL M2 P -AI DC 0
* TO OPEN THE INNER CURRENT LOOP.

VIL3 PPI 0 DC 0.500113 AC I
RVIL PPI PP2 I
VIL2 PP2 0 DC 0 AC I
$IOUT OUT 0 DC 0 AC I
* FEEDBACK LOOP ERROR AMPLIFIER.

RDIVI OUT DEMI RDIVI
RDIV2 DEMI NEG-IN RDIV2
EERR ERR 0 POS-IN NEG-IN IE6
$MIN=O MAX=5 IE6
RERR ERR 0 IE6
RD2 ERR NEG-IN IE8
VREF POS-IN 0 VR $AC I
RREF POS-IN 0 IE5
CCOMP NEG-IN MIDDLE CCOM
RCOMP MIDDLE ERR RCOM
*TO OPEN THE OUTER VOL T AGE LOOP.
VERR ERRA 0 DC 2.115 $AC I
RERR2 ERRA 0 IE5
* 'D' GENERA TOR.

.PARAM AI=IVS+I' A2=10.5*KS*TS/LE'

.PARAM A3='-0.5*KS*TS/LE'
EDIFF 100 0 POL Y(2) IN 0 OUT 0
+ 'AI' 'A211A3'
HIL 200 0 VIL2 KS
ECOMP 300 0 POLY(2) 200 0 ERR 0
+ 0 I -1


